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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper proposes a flexible P-picture (FlexP) coding 
technique, where P-pictures are selectively used as refer-
ences for other pictures. For a given reference bit-rate, the 
proposed FlexP technique can improve the quality of ref-
erences by both allocating more bits to the selected P-
pictures and reducing the number of non-selected P-
pictures. In case that the reference bits for each selected P-
picture are fixed, the proposed technique is able to reduce 
the reference bit-rate by selecting fewer P-pictures as ref-
erences, meanwhile limit drifting error at low bit-rates. 
Therefore, the proposed FlexP technique provides more 
flexibility on bandwidth adaptation, as well as achieves a 
good trade-off between high coding efficiency and low 
drifting error at the enhancement layer especially when the 
R-D rate allocation is enabled. The experimental results 
show that the fine-granular scalable video coding with the 
proposed technique can gain more than 1.0dB. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is well-known that MPEG-4 FGS provides flexible and 
precise adaptation on channel bandwidth variations and 
excellent robustness to packet losses and bit errors. These 
features are eagerly requested by streaming video over the 
Internet and wireless networks. The typical structure of 
MPEG-4 FGS is depicted in Figure 1 [1], where the cod-
ing of the enhancement layer contains no motion compen-
sation. Just due to the open-loop structure at the enhance-
ment layer, MPEG-4 FGS cannot achieve high coding ef-
ficiency at moderate and high bit-rates. 
Some schemes, such as PFGS [2], MC-FGS [3] and RFGS 
[4], have been proposed to improve the coding efficiency 
of MPEG-4 FGS by introducing part of the enhancement 
layer into motion compensation loop. In general, they are 
called jointly as advanced FGS coding, as shown in Figure 
2. The shadow regions at the enhancement layer indicate 
the bits that are used to reconstruct the high quality refer-
ences. Obviously, the performances of advanced FGS cod-

ing are dependent on how many bits of the enhancement 
layer are introduced into motion compensation loop. The 
more reference bits there are at the enhancement layer, the 
better performance the advanced FGS coding can achieve 
at high bit-rates. However, in case that the reference bits 
cannot be completely transmitted to the client at low bit-
rates, the performance of advanced FGS coding would be 
no better or even worse than that of FGS due to drifting 
error.  

 

Figure 1: The typical structure of MPEG-4 FGS. 

 
Figure 2: The generic structure of advanced FGS. 

To relief the above dilemma, a flexible P-picture coding 
technique is proposed in this paper. As a matter of fact, 
some pictures in a video clip may have much stronger cor-
relation. In this case, the coding performance of a picture 
may have no big difference when it is predicted from ei-
ther the closest reference or one of other references. 



Therefore, the proposed FlexP coding suggests that P-
pictures should be selectively used as references. The ref-
erence bit-rate at the enhancement layer can be reduced 
with fewer P-pictures selected, or the saved bits from non-
selected P-pictures are borrowed to improve the reference 
quality of selected P-pictures without increasing the refer-
ence bit-rate. Although B-pictures can be also used for this 
purpose, it brings additional delay which is unexpected by 
many real-time and low-latency applications.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the basic idea of the proposed FlexP coding. 
The detailed encoding and decoding processes of FlexP 
are also described in Section 3. Section 4 gives the ex-
perimental results of several test sequences by applying the 
proposed FlexP into the PFGS encoder. Section 5 con-
cludes this paper. 
 

2. THE FLEXP CODING TECHNIQUE 
 
The idea that P-pictures are predicted from other refer-
ences instead of the closest one was once proposed in the 
temporal scalable coding [5] and the implementation of 
VCR functionalities [6]. In this paper, we apply the idea in 
the fine-granular scalable coding and propose the FlexP 
coding technique. The typically structure of the proposed 
FlexP is exemplified in Figure 3. Similar to the common 
FGS coding, there are two streams: base layer and en-
hancement layer. Assume that all pictures are coded as P-
picture except for the first picture of every group of pic-
tures (GOP).  

 
Figure 3：The structure of the proposed FlexP coding. 

As shown in Figure 3, there are two types of P-pictures in 
the proposed FlexP scheme. The first type is normal P-
picture (e.g. Frame 3, Frame 4, and Frame 6) denoted by P 
in Figure 3. The second one is non-selected P-picture (e.g. 
Frame 2 and Frame 5) denoted by P’ in Figure 3. The two 
types of P-pictures are coded with the same method except 
that the non-selected P-pictures are not used as references 
at all. In other words, at least one future picture of the base 
layer and the enhancement layer is predicted from the 
normal P-pictures. On the contrary, no pictures are pre-

dicted from the non-selected P-pictures. A flag is inserted 
into the coded stream to notify the decoder whether the 
received data is a normal P-picture or a non-selected P-
picture.  
For the example given in Figure 3, if the reference bits of 
each P-picture at the enhancement layer are fixed, the ref-
erence bit-rate is significantly decreased because Frame 2 
and Frame 5 are not selected. Due to the diminished bit 
rate of the enhancement reference, the drifting error would 
be effectively reduced at low bit-rates. Additionally, if the 
saved bits from Frame 2 and Frame 5 are allocated to other 
normal P-pictures, the quality of reconstructed references 
in normal P-pictures will be enhanced, thereby improving 
the coding efficiency. Thus, the proposed FlexP technique 
provides more freedom and flexibility to optimize the fine-
granular scalable coding.   
In general, one coding scheme would suffer from the deg-
radation on coding efficiency if the closest reference is not 
utilized in P-pictures coding (e.g. in [5] and [6]). It is be-
cause that normal P-pictures and non-selected P-pictures 
are regularly alternate in those schemes, regardless of  the 
correlation of pictures. However in the proposed FlexP 
technique, only when the similar performance is achieved 
by predicting from either of previous two references, the 
closest reconstructed P-picture is able to be destined as a 
candidate of non-selected P-picture. Therefore, the pro-
posed technique merely has a limited side effect on the 
coding efficiency.  
 

3. THE ENCODING AND DECODING PROCESS 
 
The encoding and decoding processes of the proposed 
technique are described in this section.  
Similar to the multi-hypothesis motion compensation 
[7][8], the encoder owns two buffers to save previous two 
reconstructed references. The encoding process is illus-
trated in Figure 4. Firstly, as shown in Figure 4 (a),  Frame 
1 is coded as I-picture and Frame 2 is coded as P-picture 
by predicting from the reconstructed I-picture. In this case, 
the encoder can not decide whether Frame 2 is a normal P-
picture or not. Instead, both of reconstructions of Frame 1 
and Frame 2 are saved in buffers. Secondly, as shown in 
Figure 3 (b), when Frame 3 is input in the encoder, there 
are two references ready to be used in coding the input 
picture. With the same prediction strategy, Frame 3 is pre-
dicted separately from the reconstructed references of 
Frame 1 and Frame 2. The result of motion prediction is 
evaluated by the following R-D metric 

)()( eeebbb RSADwRSADE λλ +++= ,      (1) 

in which SADb and SADe are the sum of absolute differ-
ence of the predictive residues at the base layer and the 
enhancement layer, respectively. Rb indicates the number 
of bits spend in coding the motion data (motion-



compensation modes and motion vectors) at base layer, 
while Re presents the number of bits used to code mode 

information at enhancement layer. bλ  and eλ  are the La-

grange multipliers at the base layer and the enhancement 
layer. Obviously, both the base layer and the enhancement 
layer are taken into account in this metric as proposed in 
[9]. 
If the E of Frame 2 is close to that of Frame 1, i.e., Frame 
2 and Frame 1 have a strong correlation, Frame 3 is pre-
dicted from the reconstruction of Frame 1; otherwise, 
Frame 3 is predicted from the reconstruction of Frame 2. 
As shown in Figure 3 (b), Frame 3 selects the reconstruc-
tion of Frame 1 as its reference.  

Figure 4: The encoding process of the proposed FlexP. 

Clearly, the encoder can’t decide the type of Frame 2 until  
Frame 3 selects its predicted reference. Normally, if Frame 
1 is selected as the prediction reference of Frame 3 (as 
shown in Figure 4 (c)), Frame 2 will be treated as non-
selected P-picture, that is, pictures after Frame 3 should 
use Frame 3 as reference for preventing from further effi-
ciency loss. In other case, if Frame 3 selects Frame 2 as 
reference, Frame 2 will be a normal P-picture. 
Succeedingly, there are two different methods to code 
Frame 4. The first one is similar to Frame 3. The type of 
Frame 3 will be decided by the prediction of Frame 4. The 
input Frame 4 can be predicted from either Frame 1 or 
Frame 3, though Frame 1 may not be a good reference for 
Frame 4 in most cases because the long temporal distance 
between them. This method provides better flexibility to 
the advanced FGS coding methods because the encoder 
can make decision for more pictures on selection between 
normal P-picture and non-selected P-picture.  
The second one is to force Frame 4 to be coded as a nor-
mal P-picture so that the decoder can discard the recon-

struction of Frame 1. Thus the type of Frame 3 will always 
be a normal P-picture, due to which the flexibility of the 
proposed FlexP technique is constrained. In this paper we 
focus our attention on the former method. The following 
input pictures are dealt with the similar way as Frame 3 
and Frame 4. 
Only one buffer is required at decoder side in the proposed 
FlexP. When the stream of Frame 1 is input in the decoder, 
the reconstructed reference is saved in the buffer. The in-
put stream of Frame 2 is first decoded and reconstructed as 
a normal P-picture. However, if the flag indicates it as a 
normal P-picture, the reconstructed reference is used to 
update the buffer; otherwise the reconstructed reference is 
discarded because no other pictures are predicted from it. 
The buffer still keeps the previous reference for the next 
picture. The next input frame, no matter it is a normal P-
picture or a non-selected P-picture, is always reconstructed 
as a normal-picture from the reference saved in the buffer. 
However, the update of the reference buffer is dependent 
on the type flag.  
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
The experiments have been performed in this section to 
verify the performance of the proposed FlexP scheme. To 
readily compare the proposed scheme with the advanced 
FGS scheme, a FlexP scheme has been implemented based 
on H.264-based PFGS. Three test sequences, Foreman, 
News and Carphone with QCIF format, are used in the 
experiments. 
In the base layer, only the first frame was coded as I-
picture, and the others were coded as P-picture. The value 
of E in equation (1) is used to decide which reference 

should be selected to predict the input picture. Let 2E de-

notes the value of E of the closest reference frame (such as 

Frame 2 in Fig.4b) and 1E denotes the value of the latest 

selected reference frame (such as Frame 1 in Fig.4b). If  

12 / EE is more than 0.91 (this is an empirical value), the 

input frame is predicted from the latest selected reference 
frame; otherwise the frame is predicted from the closest 
reference frame. 
The base layer codec is H.264 JM 6.1e. Some main ex-
perimental conditions are given here. Quarter-pixel motion 
estimation is applied and the search range is ±16 pixels. 
Hadamard transform, all coding modes and CABAC are 
enabled. Multiple references and RDO are disabled. The 
QP is set as 35 for all frames. The frame rate of the base 
layer and the enhancement layer is 30 Hz.  
In the PFGS coding, 7200 bits are used to reconstruct the 
high quality reference. Uniform truncate is employed to 
allocate bits evenly to every frame. In the proposed FlexP 
coding, fixed quantization parameter, 35, is used in base 



layer coding. In enhancement layer, since the non-selected 
P pictures do not cause any drifting error, bits are first 
evenly allocated to I-picture and normal P-pictures at low 
bit-rates. And if the available bit-rate is more than the ref-
erence rate, the rest bits are evenly allocated to all pic-
tures.  
Three schemes, PFGS, FlexP with the fixed reference rate 
and FlexP with the fixed bits in each normal P-picture, are 
compared in the experiments. The fixed bits in each nor-
mal P-picture are 7200 and the fixed reference rate is 216 
kbps All PSNR verses rate curves are shown in Figure 5. 
For the FlexP scheme with the fixed bits in each normal P-
picture, the FlexP curves show the small drifting error at 
low bit rate and good performance at moderate bit rates. 
However, the performance at high bit-rates is worse than 
that of PFGS. For the FlexP scheme with the fixed refer-
ence rate, the FlexP (constant ref. bit-rate) curves show the 
performance much better than that of PFGS. The coding 
efficiency gain is up to 1.0dB in Foreman, 2.0dB in News 
and 1.0 dB in Carphone. An interesting phenomenon is 
observed in Figure 5. The performance of this scheme is 
also better than that of PFGS at low bit-rates. The reason is 
that non-selected P-pictures do not bring any the accumu-
lation of mismatches.  
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper proposes a FlexP coding technique to advanced 
FGS. It provides much flexibly and freedom to optimize 
the advanced FGS coding, thereby achieving a good trade-
off between high coding efficiency and low drifting error. 
Compared with the case of all picture coded as normal P-
picture, the proposed FlexP coding can improve coding 
efficiency more than 1.0dB. The proposed technique is 
still on development and needs more studies, such as how 
to re-allocate the reference bit-rate to every picture at the 
enhancement layer and how to optimally truncate the gen-
erated stream.  
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a) Foreman 
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b) News 
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c) Carphone 

Figure 5: The PSNR verses rate curves of the PFGS 
scheme and the proposed Flex P schemes. 


